Highest standard of quality, reliability and functionality.
Made by EHEIM
EHEIM accessories – a well-balanced range of useful and functional products. They all meet the highest standards of quality, reliability and functionality.

Whether you want to use an automatic fish feeder in order to have more control over your time (for instance at holiday times); or whether you need a useful and perfectly functional helper for maintaining your aquarium (e.g. glass scraper, automatic gravel cleaner); whether you want to adjust the conditions of, for example, the water flow (see InstallationsSETs); or whether you are just looking for the right maintenance spray for care of your components like shut-off taps... You can be sure of one thing: with original EHEIM accessories, we offer you well thought out, cleverly constructed, extensively tested and guaranteed high quality products.

More EHEIM accessories for external filters:

- Cleaning brush
- Double tap
- Variable outlet pipe
- Suction cup with clip
- Diffuser

More information available at www.eheim.de
EHEIM powerCleaner

This battery powered glass scraper allows you to quickly and easily clean dirty and furred up aquarium glass panes. Even stubborn staining like small spots of algae can be easily removed.

- Easy to use
- As a short hand-held device for cleaning cross pieces and small stains; with the extension piece for larger areas and deeper aquariums
- Easy cleaning with a forward and backward movement
- Extendable and fully submersible
- Cleaning width 8 cm
- With on/off LED light, so that the smallest dirt particles are visible and therefore making the cleaning process much easier
- After cleaning, the blade can be kept in working order with the blade protector
- Including 2x AA batteries

Art. No. 3533000

Replacement blade
3 pieces
Art. No. 7600258
Automatic fish feeder EHEIM TWINfeeder
- 2 separate feed chambers for granules, sticks, pellets, flakes (capacity 2x 80 ml)
- Drums are individually programmable
- Random dosing for natural feeding
- Large display

Art. No. 3582000

Automatic fish feeder EHEIM autofeeder
- Easy to understand programming
- Capacity ca. 100 ml
- Function keys are splash resistant
- Including bracket for mounting on an open-top aquarium or terrarium

Art. No. 3581000

EHEIM Automatic Gravel Cleaner Quick Vac pro
- For intermediate cleaning of bottom gravel (independently of water change intervals)
- Bottom gravel hardly disturbed
- Water flows back into the aquarium

Art. No. 3531000

EHEIM Gravel Cleaner Set
- Use for partial water changes
- Integrated priming support for a convenient and hygienic start
- Quick stop button, stops the water flow immediately

Art. No. 4002510

More information available at www.eheim.de